Lab: Stanford SPARQ  
Website: https://sparq.stanford.edu

Description: SPARQ is a social psychology “do tank” co-directed by Dr. Hazel Markus and Dr. Jennifer Eberhardt. We are seeking to hire research assistants for fall 2019 to help with the following research projects:

- Improving police-community relations
- Designing healthy workspaces for occupants to thrive
- Improving teacher feedback for diverse classrooms

RA responsibilities will include running participants through lab protocol, entering and coding data, developing and testing study materials, and conducting literature reviews.

Commitment: Research assistants are expected to commit to at least 6 hours a week, including a one-hour weekly lab meeting. Work hours are flexible.

Qualifications: Previous research experience in a psychology lab is a plus, but not required. Research assistants should have a demonstrated interest in psychology, and be eager to learn!

Compensation: 2-3 credits or work-study

To apply: Fill out this short 5-minute application https://stanforduniversity.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5aSfAD9rCOecZQ9

Questions: Email SPARQ's research manager, Rachel Song, at rachelxsong@stanford.edu.